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FLARR PAGES #11

(F, '98)

The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"Spanish: Teaching the "Musical
Preterite"
Thomas Washington (see back page)
University of Minnesota, Morris
If you were given the choice of learn-

ing 23 words or 95 words--and you
knew that you would acquire the same
amount of knowledge either way,
which would you choose? That is the
positive option that the "musical preterite" offers in teaching the simple past.

If you were given the choice
of learning 23 words or 95
words--and you knew that you
would acquire the same amount
of knowledge either way,
which would you choose?
It is vitally important that we eliminate the term "irregular" when teaching these forms because the term is
both false and synonymous with "difficult" and "complicated" in the minds
of students. First we make a simple
chart with the major forms listed in
a vertical column on the left: tener,
poder, poner, hacer*, querer, estar,
andar, venir, saber, traer, decir, producir. Then, with only the first verb,
we list horizontally the "yo," "tu,"
and "Ud./el/ella" forms: tuve, tuviste,
tuvo.
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tener
tuve tuviste tuvo
...,
pude
poder
poner
students do
hacer*
in musical
querer
pattern
estar
andar
venir
saber
traer
decir
producir teacher
conducir supplies
reducir
"yo" only

Have the students repeat these twice.
Then write the "yo" form only of the
next verb and ask the students to give
you all three forms. This they will do
correctly because the forms are
"musical" and there is an internal
pattern that we all possess that makes
this easy to do -- if we are not allowed
to become victims of paralysis by
analysis.

These forms are musical and
there is an internal pattern
that we all possess that makes
this easy to do -- if we are not
allowed to become victims of
paralysis by analysis.
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Continue this practice for four or five
verbs, and then have the students write
in the missing forms. You will notice
that "hacer" has a special mark beside
it. Once the students have written the
forms, you simply need to show them
the slight orthographic correction to
change "hico'' to "hizo" -- because that
conforms to what they say. It is also
important for them to know that this is
the only irregularity they will encounter.
When you reach "traer'' and "decir,"
simply state that all words ending in
"cir'' will have a "j" in them: dije,
produje, etc. Once these are filled in,
then practice in using the forms should
be limited to a day with nothing but
"Ud." and "yo" questions and answers,
and a separate day for "tu" and "yo"
combinations.
On a separate day, "nosotros" and
"Uds./ellos/ellas" should be presented.
Practice starting with "yo" and do
"tuve, tuvimos, tuvieron." After a
double practice with the first verb to
establish the musical pattern, give
only the "yo" form for the rest, and all
of the students will respond correctly.
It's musical!
ta-ta

ta-ta-ta

ta-ta-ta

tuve
pude
puse
hice
guise
estuve

tuvimos
pudimos
pus1mos
hicimos
qms1mos
estuvimos

tuvieron
pudieron
pusieron
hicieron
quisieron
estuvieron

When you reach the "j" words, it
should be explained that there is never
an "i" in this form after the "j:"
dijeron, produjeron, etc.
With regard to the few special forms
that are slightly different from this
pattern, "dar" is simply an "ar" word
that functions like an "er" word, so its
forms are not irregular at all. "Ser"
and "ir'' are twins whose pronunciation
is also very rhythmic.
Practice in getting comfortable in the
use of the musical forms can be
developed, as with all verb forms and
tenses, with the use of developmental
questions and answers: l Vino usted
ayer? Sf, vine con mi novia. 1.,A que
hora... ? 1.,Por que ... ? 1.,De d6nde ... ?
When introducing the past emotional
forms, "ara," and "iera," it is very
simple to remind students that there is
no "i" in the "j" words: trajeran,
dijeran, etc.
I believe that you will find your students will learn faster and have a much
greater sense of confidence in what
they know once they have learned
according to this pattern.
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